
Chapter One

HEN BRAIM KOTOGS rose, yawning and stretching, from his bed this morning in his room
in the inn, he had not expected to find a large package on his dresser. It was a plain pack-
age, square and wrapped in featureless brown paper, but there was something about it that

made Braim hesitate. He didn't sense any magical energy emanating from the package, but he didn't see
any labels on it or anything, either, so he didn't know if it was from a friend or not.

W
Brushing back his red bangs, Braim got up and walked over to the package cautiously. The wooden

floor was cold under his bare feet, but he barely paid attention to that. The room was dark, with the
only real light being the sun's rays peeking through the closed shutters of his room. Outside, he could
already hear the sounds of the city of World's End; people walking, vehicles moving, and what sounded
like blustery wind blowing through.

But right now, Braim was focused on the package. He held his wand at his side, ready to use it
should the package prove deadly, even though there was nothing to suggest that there was anything bad
about this package.

Except for the fact that it somehow got in my room without explanation, Braim thought.  Yeah,
there's definitely nothing suspicious about that.

Braim stopped a few feet from his dresser and eyed the package carefully. He noticed that one of
the corners was ripped, showing a red tip, but all that told him was that the box was red, which was
hardly useful information, in his opinion. He considered going and waking up the innkeeper, a minor
spirit—also known as a katabans—named Mishak, and asking if he knew anything about the package
or its contents, but Braim decided that he didn't really need to do that. The package didn't seem very
threatening to him. It was just mysterious. And because he couldn't sense any magical energy from
within, he decided that whatever it might be, it probably wasn't harmful.

Still, Braim didn't touch the package himself. Raising his wand, he applied a little bit of telekinesis
to make the package float in the air. He then carefully ripped the brown packaging off using that same
telekinesis, although it wasn't as careful as he'd like, mostly because he specialized in necromancy and
not telemancy.

In seconds, the floor beneath the floating package was littered with plain brown packaging paper,
while the package itself floated before him. It was red, as he had suspected, and just as plain as the pa-
per that had covered it. He turned it around, but still saw no labels on it.

Whoever packaged this box is either unimaginative or trying to hide something from me, Braim
thought. Probably the first.

Another application of telekinesis and the package's lid fell off. He then tilted the package just
enough so he could see its contents. Unfortunately, it had packaging paper in it that made it impossible
to tell what was inside it, though he managed to remove that quickly enough in order to see what was
underneath it.

To his surprise, it was some kind of bracelet. Due to the low light conditions of his room, Braim
couldn't exactly make out all of the details of the bracelet, so he removed the bracelet from within, toss-



ing the box aside. He then floated the bracelet into his hand, which he looked down at with curiosity.
His first impression was that it was ancient. It was made of some kind of ancient metal and covered

in markings he couldn't read but which he recognized as being from an ancient language. He turned it
over his hand, but saw nothing to indicate it's nature.

Just an old piece of jewelry, Braim thought. That's a weird gift to give someone.
Braim looked down at the box on the floor, but didn't see a card or anything else that could have ex-

plained what the bracelet was supposed to be or who had given it to him. He also wondered why it was
so old and who it might have belonged to in the past.

Not sure if I should try it on, Braim thought. It doesn't look harmful, but just because it doesn't look
harmful doesn't mean that it is safe.

But Braim was curious, so he took the bracelet and slipped it on his wrist. The bracelet was a tight
fit, but once it was on, it was very snug and secure. He twisted his arm over to see if the bracelet's ap-
pearance had changed when he put it on, but it looked the same as it always did.

Braim stood there for a couple of minutes, expecting something to happen, but the longer he stood
there, the more obvious it became that the bracelet was not going to do anything to him. It seemed to be
nothing more than an ancient piece of jewelry, and not even a very pretty one at that.

Do I have a fan or something who sent me this as a gift? Braim thought. But if that's the case, then
why isn't there a note or card from them explaining to me what this is and why they gave it to me? They
can't be that shy, can they?

Those questions made Braim uneasy. He supposed that receiving a mysterious bit of ancient jewelry
wasn't as bad as being attacked by a four-armed half-god wearing a mask that resembled the face of a
baba raga, but he had had enough mysterious experiences in his short return to life so far to last the rest
of it and was not in the mood to have any more.

So Braim tried to remove it, but the bracelet stuck fast to his wrist and would not budge.
Uh oh, Braim thought. Okay, not a problem. Let's just use some magic to remove it.
Braim pointed his wand at the ancient bracelet and focused on using telekinesis to remove it. He

narrowed his eyes and concentrated hard, imagining in his head that it would simply float off his wrist
and back into the box from which it came.

But as soon as Braim used his magic, the bracelet tightened around his wrist. Not only that, but
when it tightened, he suddenly felt as tired and worn out as if he had not slept at all. He staggered for-
ward and then fell to his hands and knees. He could barely keep his eyes open. His thoughts became
sluggish and his body became weak.

Unable to stay awake any longer, Braim fell face-first onto the floor, his last thought being, I knew I
shouldn't have put on that bracelet.


